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JapanABSTRACT In this study, a general linear response theory (LRT) is formulated to describe time-dependent and -independent
protein conformational changes upon CO binding with myoglobin. Using the theory, we are able to monitor protein relaxation in
two stages. The slower relaxation is found to occur from 4.4 to 81.2 picoseconds and the time constants characterized for a
couple of aromatic residues agree with those observed by UV Resonance Raman (UVRR) spectrometry and time resolved
x-ray crystallography. The faster ‘‘early responses’’, triggered as early as 400 femtoseconds, can be best described by the theory
when impulse forces are used. The newly formulated theory describes the mechanical propagation following ligand-binding as a
function of time, space and types of the perturbation forces. The ‘‘disseminators’’, defined as the residues that propagate signals
throughout the molecule the fastest among all the residues in protein when perturbed, are found evolutionarily conserved and the
mutations of which have been shown to largely change the CO rebinding kinetics in myoglobin.INTRODUCTIONThe flexible nature of proteins is crucial to their biological
functions. Myoglobin (Mb), for instance, expressed solely
in cardiac myocytes and oxidative skeletal muscle fibers, ex-
hibits the feeble breathing motion in the central pocket that
allows the binding and release of solvated gas molecules
(1–4) and therefore secures our adaptability to fluctuations
in blood oxygen levels.
Protein can reconfigure itself in a repertoire of possible
ways, yet a particular conformational change in protein
would take place in response to binding of specific ligands,
which implies that the ligands select or trigger specific sets
of motions (modes), possibly intrinsic to the proteins (1,5),
to result in the observed conformational changes.
Recently, there has been renewed interest in using linear
response theory (LRT) (2,6–9) to describe such ligand-trig-
geredmotions. In the framework of LRT, observed conforma-
tional changes result fromadelicate interplay between protein
intrinsic dynamics and the external perturbations that excite
the most relevant global modes (2). Ikeguchi et al. showed
excellent agreement between experimentally characterized
and LRT-predicted conformational changes for three ligand-
binding proteins (2). The molecular responses to ligand bind-
ing were described by the product of protein fluctuation
covariance and the external forces applied by ligands (2).
The Coalson group also derived a time-dependent version
of the theory to characterize fine- and coarse-grained pre-
sentations of the ligand binding process on timescales ofSubmitted February 26, 2014, and accepted for publication July 15, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/09/1415/11 $2.00hundreds of picoseconds or longer (6,7). The authors also
showed that the exaggerated curvature might be overcome
by quasiharmonic approximation of the roughness of the en-
ergy landscape caused by anharmonicity (7). Kidera and
colleagues further demonstrated that LRT can well explain
ligand-triggered domain motion for >50 cases in which
ligands exert forces on multiple points of proteins that are
within 4 A˚ of them (8).
In this study, we formulate two time-dependent LRTs that
use constant and impulse forces to address the physical na-
ture of two-stage time responses in Mb as shown by ultravi-
olet resonance Raman (UVRR) data. We demonstrate the
predictive power of LRT on molecular relaxation occurring
at a timescale from hundreds of femtoseconds to ~100 ps.
With the new formula, in which impulse forces are used,
mechanical signal propagation upon ligand binding can be
tracked in terms of both time and space.
We further examine how fast perturbations on a specific
residue can propagate throughout the molecule. The residues
that most rapidly disseminate signals are found to be evolu-
tionarily conserved. Evidence shows that mutation of these
fast disseminators, including a few that are >9 A˚ away
from the binding sites, alters the CO rebinding kinetics to
various degrees. Our method is shown to predict the impact
of these mutants on rebinding kinetics with good sensitivity.THEORIES AND METHODS
The goal of this study is to derive a general theory that accounts for pertur-
bation-induced protein conformational changes. The framework of the the-
ory follows standard statistical mechanics (9,10). In this study, we specify
the physical quantities in LRT such that the after-effect function is the atomhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.07.049
1416 Yang et al.fluctuation covariance and the external field is the perturbation forces
(see below and Supporting Material). The acquired formulation is time-
dependent. The time-independent form of LRT is deduced from the time-
dependent form when the time-correlation term vanishes at time infinity
(see below).A general theory: time-dependent LRT (td-LRT)
Ho and Hf are the Hamiltonian terms for unperturbed and perturbed sys-
tems, respectively. The perturbed system is subject to forces fj applied
on atom j (j ¼ 1 to m) such that Hf ¼ Ho 
Pm
j¼1D~rjf j , where D~rj is the
deviation (from the mean) of atom j due to the external force, fj.
hD~riðtÞif , the time progression of the positional changes of atom i under
external forces (noted by subscript f’), is derived (see Supporting Material)











f jðt  t0Þ; (1)
where D _~rjð0Þ is the velocity of atom j at the moment when external forces,
fj, are applied. hD _~rjð0ÞD~riðt0Þi0 is the velocity-position time-correlation
function sampled in the absence of perturbations (noted by subscript 0).
The functions can be expressed in the normal-mode space, where modes
are treated as independent 1-D harmonic oscillators under solvent damping
using the Langevin equation (11) (see SupportingMaterial). kB and Tare the
Boltzmann constant and absolute temperature, respectively.td-LRT with constant force
If fj is a constant force and the stationary condition d=dshD~riðsÞD~rj








 D~rjð0ÞD~riðtÞ0f j: (2)
Equation 2 is used to generate the time-resolved trajectory of the perturbed
system. In this study, the perturbed system is CO-bound myoglobin (Mb-CO). The second term vanishes at time infinity, which leads to the time-
independent form of LRT (Eq. 3). Thus, the current formula differs from
the treatment of Essiz and Coalson (7) in a few respects. First, the derived
results contain a time-independent term, and second, the formula employs
the Langevin equation as treated by Chandrasekhar, including Gaussian
random forces and solvent friction based on the approach of Hayward
and colleagues (12), whereas Essiz et al. use the Stokes law to handle sol-
vent friction (7).
The term hD~rjð0ÞD~riðtÞi0 can be expressed in the normal-mode space such
that hD~rjð0ÞD~riðtÞi0 ¼
P
majmaimhsmð0Þ smðtÞi0, where sm is the normal-
mode variable (12–14) of mode m and ajm are the eigenvector components
of atom j in that mode. The variables ajm, aim, and smð0Þ are obtained by
normal-mode analysis (NMA) (see the Supporting Material). The term
hsmð0Þ smðtÞi0 is readily derivable by solving the Langevin equation
(11,12,15) where the multiple 1-D harmonic oscillators (normal-mode vari-
ables) are damped in the solvent and subject to random forces (for details,
see the Supporting Material).Time-independent LRT
When t/N, the term hD~rjð0Þ D~riðtÞi0 vanishes and gives the time-inde-










f j: (3)Biophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425The above expression can be alternatively derived as described in the
Supporting Material and in the work of Ikeguchi and co-workers (2). The
constant forces herein can be derived using the same equation, such that
f j ¼ kBT
P
ihD~rjD~rii10 hD~riif in kcal/mol/A˚.td-LRT using impulse forces
When fj in Eq. 1 is a delta function such that fj ¼ kjd(t0  t00), where t0 %









where D _~rjð0Þ is the velocity of atom j at time zero. In this study, kj are
the forces, fj, derived from Eq. 3 multiplied by a small time interval.hD _~rjð0Þ D~riðtÞi0 is treated as damped harmonic oscillators(see Eqs. S5-6
and S5-7 in the Supporting Material). The formula is used to study the fast,
early protein responses in the onset of CO binding as well as the mechanical
signal propagation within the protein (see Results).NMA
NMA (13,14) and solvent friction b calculation (12,15,16) are done accord-
ing to established approaches. See the Supporting Material for details.Energy minimization and calculation of structural
differences
There is a single-residue difference between the deoxy- and CO-bound x-ray
structures (PDB codes 1A6N and 1A6G, respectively) (17). Residue position
122 in 1A6G is an asparagine, whereas that residue in 1A6N is an aspartic
acid. We first did in silico mutation to replace the NdH2 of the Asparagine
with an O in 1A6G. We then carry out separate energy-minimization proce-
dures for the two structures, 1A6N (1247 heavy atoms, or 2516 atoms total,
including hydrogen) and 1A6G_N122D (2516 þ CO atoms), for 200,000
steps by conjugate gradient and line-search algorithms implemented in the
package nanoscale molecular dynamics (NAMD) (18).
Thus, energy-minimized 1A6N was used to perform NMA as described
previously. On the other hand, we best-fit (19) all the atoms of the energy-
minimized 1A6G_N122D (we call this conformation CO_min1) except
the CO atoms to the corresponding atoms of 1A6N, keeping track of the
translation vector and rotation matrix obtained in the fitting process
(19,20), which are later used to translate and rotate the CO ligand into the
1A6N. The best-fit CO and energy-minimized 1A6N form a new chimeric
CO-bound structure that is further energy-minimized for an additional
200,000 steps. We term this final structure CO_final, and it is in turn best-
fit to energy-minimized 1A6N for all the atoms except CO.CO_final is found
to have a root mean-square deviation (RMSD) from the energy-minimized
1A6N of 0.25 A˚, which is close to the reported RMSD of 0.29 A˚ between
the two x-ray structures (1A6N and 1A6G) (16). In this article, the structural
change from deoxy- to CO-bound is the structural difference between
energy-minimized 1A6N and CO_final. CO_final is also referred to as
Mb-CO throughout the text.Reaction coordinates to probe time response of a
given atom or residue in Mb
Reaction coordinate 4, used to probe the time response of a given atom, is
defined as fðtÞi ¼ khD~riðtÞif k=khD~riðNÞif k, where hD~riðNÞif is the posi-
tional changes of atom i from the deoxy- to the CO-bound state, hD~riðtÞif is
the deviation vector pointing from atom i at the deoxy state to its position at
instant t, and hD~rið0Þif ¼ 0. The reaction coordinate of a given residue or a
LRT Characterizes Signal Propagation in Proteins 1417secondary structural fragment is defined asFðtÞa ¼
Pna
i¼1fðtÞi=na; i runs on
all the na heavy atoms of the residue or the secondary structure, a.
For the early responses examined by impulse forces, we define the culmi-
nating time, tc, as the time at which an atomor a given group of atoms reaches
its maximal response, maxðkhD~raðtÞif kÞ, the maximal departure of atom a
(or residue/helix a) from the unperturbed position. When only one atom
is perturbed, it can be easily understood from Eq. 4 and Eq. S5-7 in the
Supporting Material that changes in the size of a point impulse force (kj)
or exertion of such a force in the opposite direction (kj) would not change
the tc for any atom in the system.Reaction coordinates to probe time response for
a pair of atoms or residues in Mb
For a given atompair i and j, the reaction coordinatejij for the pair is defined as
jijðtÞ ¼ kh~rijðtÞif k minðkh~rijðtÞif kÞ=maxðkh~rijðtÞif kÞ minðkh~rijðtÞif kÞ,
where h~rijðtÞif is the positional difference between atoms i and j, starting at
h~rijð0Þif and fluctuating between minðkh~rijðtÞif kÞ and maxðkh~rijðtÞif kÞ,
which are the minimal and maximal linear departure, respectively, between
atoms i and j found in the time course from zero to infinity. For residue
pair a and b, the reaction coordinate Jab is defined as JabðtÞ ¼
klabðtÞkminðklabðtÞkÞ=maxðklabðtÞkÞminðklabðtÞkÞ; where the difference





j3ah~rjðtÞi=na, with na and nb the number of heavy atoms in residues
a and b, respectively.Point perturbations on each residue in Mb to
access its longest dissemination time
Unity impulse force is exerted on a selected residue i (at its Ca) in 21
evenly distributed directions, and the slowest response, defined by the
longest tc, in the molecule is acquired as the longest dissemination time
(LDT) for residue i. For example, Val68 is perturbed with unity forces
exerted in 21 different directions and the HY11 atom on Val1 is found to
be slowest in the system to respond, with a tc of 15.8 ps, when a unity force
is exerted on the Ca of Val
68 from the angles (q, f) ¼ (30, 45) (see Fig. 4,
inset). We therefore find the LDT for Val68 to be 15.8 ps. As mentioned pre-
viously, it is found that when a point impulse force acts in totally opposite
directions on atom j, the tc for any other atom i ðticÞ remains unchanged.
Therefore, we define a force ensemble with the same magnitude pointing
in 21 different directions as a function of orientational angles (q, f) in polar
coordinates (see Fig. 4, inset), where q is the angle between the direction of
force and the z axis (blue) and f is the angle between the projection vector
of the force in the xy plane and the x axis (red). q spans 0–90 with a step
size of 30, and f ranges from 0 to 315 with a step size of 45, where
dependent directions that give identical tic are omitted (for more details,
see the Supporting Material).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results mainly comprise three parts. First, we show that
ultraviolet resonance Raman spectroscopy (UVRR)-charac-
terized two-stage relaxation in Mb can be well explained by
our td-LRT formula using constant and impulse forces.
Second, we define the culminating time, tc, to assess when
the maximal early response is reached for a given residue
upon ligand binding. By obtaining tc for every residue, we
can describe the molecular signal propagation for a given
perturbation. Third, we apply point perturbation in 21
different directions on every residue and then trace when
the signals can propagate throughout the molecule. Then,we examine the evolutionary conservation and kinetic prop-
erties for those residues that disseminate the signals the
fastest.
For the first part of the two-stage relaxation, the afore-
mentioned theories are applied as follows. We first take
the x-ray structures of CO-bound and unbound myoglobins.
hD~rii f is the 3N-d vector that is the structural difference be-
tween energy-minimized CO-bound and unbound structures
(see details in Theories and Methods). Covariance matrix
hD~rjð0Þ D~rið0Þi0 is constructed by NMA using the
CHARMM22 force field for the unbound Mb. Here, the
subscript 0 denotes that the myoglobin is in the unbound
state. We then use Eq. 3 to obtain the constant forces, fj,
that drive the observed conformational changes. Next, we
calculate the term hD~rjð0ÞD~riðtÞi0 in Eq. 2 by considering
normal-mode variables subject to solvent friction and
random forces (8) (see the Supporting Material). Together
with the obtained hD~rjð0ÞD~rið0Þi0 and hD~rii f, we can use
Eq. 2 to obtain a time trajectory of the conformational
changes, hD~riðtÞif (see results in Fig. 2, a–c).Ligand-induced forces that drive the Mb/Mb-CO
conformational change are localized
The conformational change, hD~rii f, is obtained from en-
ergy-minimized and best-fit (19,20) Mb and Mb-CO struc-
tures following the procedures described in Theories and
Methods. The biggest conformational changes are found
at the binding pocket. With mean RMSD >0.6 A˚, L29,
R45, H64, S92, H93, K96, H97, and the heme have the
most pronounced positional changes (Fig. 1 a). These res-
idues are mainly located on the tips of helices E and F and
in the CD loop, indicated by the warm colors in the inset
of Fig. 1 a (see also Fig. 3 for the locations of these sec-
ondary structural elements). The RMSD between equiva-
lent heavy atoms in Mb and Mb-CO is found to be
0.25 A˚, which is comparable with the reported 0.29 A˚
structural difference between the two crystalline structures
1A6N and 1A6G, which are solved in an identical environ-
ment (17).
The magnitude of internal forces on atoms, derived from
Eq. 3, is plotted along the atom index in Fig. 1 b. In Eq. 3,
NMA performed on energy-minimized Mb (PDB 1A6N)
gives the fluctuation covariance of the protein. Notably,
NMA-predicted atom fluctuations have a correlation of
0.59 with the Debye-Waller factors of equivalent atoms re-
ported in the x-ray structure (1A6N) and a correlation of
0.65 with the RMSDs of equivalent atoms calculated from
12 NMR conformers of Mb (1MYF) (21) (for a definition
of the Pearson correlation coefficient, see the Supporting
Material). The obtained correlations are comparable with
those found previously between theory and experiment
when large sets of structures were examined (21,22). A cor-
relation found between the positional change,
hD~riif , of
atom i and the size of the force exerted on the atom for allBiophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425
FIGURE 1 RMSD (A˚) between deoxy-Mb (unbound) and Mb-CO
(bound) structures (a) and (b) ti-LRT-derived forces (kcal/mol/A˚) are
plotted as functions of the atom index. The color bars lying under the ab-
scissa denote the helices and the heme (M) in Mb. Under the color bar is
the atom index (1247 heavy atoms and a total of 2516 atoms, including
hydrogen) (see the Supporting Material for details). (Insets) Ribbon dia-
grams show atoms color-coded from blue to red in ascending order of the
magnitude of structural difference (Mb/Mb-CO) (a) or force (b). In b,
heme (R2444 in abscissa) and the residues containing atoms under forces
>15 kcal/mol/A˚ are plotted in licorice in the ribbon diagram.
1418 Yang et al.the 2516 atoms, is 0.48. The moderate correlation means
that generally stronger forces on atoms would result in pro-
nounced positional changes,
hD~riif . Commensurate with
the positional deviation results (Fig. 1 a), L29, R45, H64,
S92, H93, K96, H97, and the heme are found to be subject
to high forces of >15 kcal/mol/A˚ (~1 nN/molecule),
whereas the average obtained for all atoms in Mb is
2.09 kcal/mol/A˚ (~140 pN/molecule). The locations of these
residues are shown in licorice in the inset of Fig. 1 b color-
coded blue/green/red in ascending order of force
magnitude.
However, when not only the size but also the direction of
conformational change is considered, the two 3N  d vec-
tors, positional deviations, and forces (containing x-, y-,
and z-components for each atom), have a normalized dot
product of 0.07 (barely correlated; unity would mean perfect
correlation). This implies that the conformational changes
are not necessarily driven in the directions in which the
forces are applied (otherwise, the theory would be trivial),
despite the appreciable correlation with their magnitude.
Note that the forces derived using Eq. 3 are internal, mean-Biophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425ing that the forces and torques on all the degrees of freedom
in the system sum up to zero.Time responses described by td-LRT are in close
agreement with UVRR relaxation data
As described in the Theory, we express the time-dependent
and time-independent fluctuation covariance of atoms in the
normal-mode space. The normal-mode approximation ad-
vantageously describes minute conformational changes in
Mb upon CO binding. The use of Eq. 2 and Eqs. S4-4 and
S4-5 in the Supporting Material to obtain time-resolved po-
sitional changes of atoms, hD~riðtÞif , requires the solvent
friction coefficient and the frequencies/directions of normal
modes. Following the protocol of Hayward and colleagues
(12), we obtained the friction coefficient, b, of Mb in water
as 27.6 cm1 (Fig. S3; see details in the Supporting Mate-
rial). The trajectory of the atoms is as shown in Fig. 2, a
and c. The reaction coordinate FðtÞa, which is a fraction
of the size of destined positional deviations, Mb(t ¼ 0)/
Mb-CO(t/N), is devised to outline the time response of
residues or secondary structural elements of interest (see
Theories and Methods). The relaxation process involving
changes of atomic positions from the deoxy- to the CO-
bound state is driven by the constant forces that can be
derived from ti-LRT (Eq. 3).
Sato et al. previously reported ultrafast responses for res-
idues Trp14 (on helix A) and Tyr146 (on helix H) in Mb (3).
In Fig. 2 a, FðtÞa for Trp14 and Tyr146, on helices A and H,
respectively, is plotted as a function of response time, and
these plots are readily compared with recently available
UVRR data (3). The time-resolved spectrum monitors the
picosecond changes of the hydrophobic/polarizable envi-
ronment around tryptophan and tyrosine residues, domi-
nantly attributed to Trp14 on helix A and Tyr146 on helix
H, by tracking the time development of absorption inten-
sities at the UV-characterized spectrum (3). The spectrum
shows a sharp intensity change that occurs within 2 ps for
both residues followed by a recovery process that spans a
timeframe from 7.3–8.0 ps for Tyr146 to 45–59 ps for
Trp14 (see Fig. S2).
When fitting the FðtÞa data to the exponential function A
[1 þ Bexp(t/t)] as used in the reported UVRR studies (3),
from 4 ps to its saturation, we obtained time constants of t¼
21.6 and 10.7 ps for Tyr146 and Trp14, respectively. The
values appear inconsistent with the reported UVRR data,
both qualitatively and quantitatively. As acknowledged by
Sato et al. (3), the relaxation processes observed by
UVRR result from the hydrophobicity changes encompass-
ing the residues instead of simply from the departure of the
residues from their own deoxy states. Ile99 was speculated to
dominantly determine the hydrophobic environment of
Tyr146, because its backbone oxygen forms a hydrogen
bond with the hydroxyl group of Tyr146 (3). On the other
hand, Leu69 shows the closest nonlocal hydrophobic contact
FIGURE 2 (a) The reaction coordinate F(t)a for
Trp14, Tyr146, and helices A and H are plotted as a
function of response time. At time zero, constant
forces are applied on the otherwise unperturbed
molecule. Data points from 4 ps to the time at which
Trp14 and Tyr146 reach 95% saturation are fitted to
the exponential function A[1 þ Bexp(t/t)], previ-
ously used by Sato et al. (3). The time constants, t,
obtained for Trp14 and Tyr146 are 10.7 and 21.6 ps,
respectively. Data points before 4 ps are not consid-
ered in the fitting because of the early, fast responses
culminating at 2 ps. (b) The normalized distance,
J(t)ab (see Methods), between Trp
14 and Leu69,
as well as that between Tyr146 and Ile99, are plotted
against time. A minimal separation between resi-
dues a and b is reached whenJ(t)ab ¼ 0%, which
happens to be the equilibrium separation for
Trp14-Leu69 and Tyr146-Ile99. Data points after
4 ps are fitted to the exponential function
B0exp(t/t0). The time constants, t0, obtained for
Trp14-Leu69 and Tyr146-Ile99 are 31.3 and 7.1 ps,
respectively, comparable to those characterized by
UV resonance Raman (see the Supporting Mate-
rial). Data points before 4 ps are not taken into the
fitting due to the nonexponential behavior (a sudden
drop at 1.4 ps) of the Trp14-Leu69 pair. Insets in a
and b are the first 40 ps of the timeframe (dashed
outlines). (c) Although L69 relaxes to the new
Mb-CO state faster (t ¼ 6.0 ps) than does W14,
there is a noticeable constant difference between
W14 and L69 for the timeframe 4–24 ps; whereas
a diminishing difference between I99 (t ¼
17.7 ps) and Y146 is observed for the same time-
frame. (d) Relative locations for Trp14, L69, I99, and Tyr146 on the structure. (e) The fast primary responses for Trp14 and Tyr146 culminate at 800 fs and
1.2 ps, respectively. The values in ordinate have been normalized by dividing the maximal departure from the deoxy state so that the response culminates at
unity. (f) In a similar way, the fast responses observed for Trp14-Leu69 and Tyr146-Ile99 have their closest contact distances at 800 fs before recovering to their
original equilibrium states in an oscillatory fashion. This sudden drop and recovery occur on a timescale comparable to that characterized by UVRR (see
discussion of tdecay in the Supporting Material,).
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jointly affect the binding kinetics (23).
The normalized relative distance change, JabðtÞ, be-
tween Trp14 and Leu69 (W14-L69), as well as that between
Tyr146 and Ile99 (Y146-I99), are shown in Fig. 2 b. Fitting
the data to an exponential function B0exp(t/t0), from 4 ps
to the time point when JabðtÞ drops to 5%, we obtain
time constants t0 for Trp14-Leu69 and Tyr146-Ile99 as 31.3
and 7.1 ps, respectively, which well agree with the reported
values 45–59 and 7.3–8.0 ps (see Fig. S2) (3). In the plot of
FðtÞa responses for the aforementioned four residues
together (Fig. 2 c), note the constant margin by which
Leu69 (t ¼ 6.0 ps) wins over Trp14 for the duration from 4
to 20þ ps approaching saturation. Over the same timeframe,
a rapidly diminishing difference between Ile99 (t ¼ 17.7 ps)
and Tyr146 is observed. This may in part explain the delayed
Trp14 relaxation that takes place near Leu69 (10.7/31.3 ps)
and the expedited Tyr146 relaxation in the presence of Ile99
(21.6/7.1 ps).
Besides Ile99, we find that Ala90, forming a nonlocal hy-
drophobic contact (<5 A˚) with Tyr146, could also be respon-
sible for the hydrophobic environment changes near Tyr146.A time constant of t0 ¼ 5.3 ps is found for the normalized
Tyr146-Ala90 distance change (for further discussion, see
the Supporting Material). These results demonstrate the pre-
dictability of td-LRT and further corroborate the early sur-
mise of the importance of Leu69 and Ile99 in determining
the intensity of the tryptophan (Trp14) and tyrosine
(Tyr146) bands in UVRR spectra (3).Femto- to picosecond early responses suggest
mechanical signal propagation within Mb
In the analyses of the previous section, fitting to experi-
mental data was taken after the fourth picosecond. This is
due to distinctive sudden impulses in FðtÞa that occur at
2 ps for W14 and Y146 (Fig. 2 a, inset). Also, there is an
instant drop of JabðtÞ for W14-L69 at 1.4 ps before its re-
covery (Fig. 2 b, inset). Interestingly, similar observations
can be found in the published relaxation profile of T4 lyso-
zyme (Figs. 2 d and 3 c in Essiz and Coalson (7)). The
drastic changes have precluded certain data points from be-
ing incorporated into the aforementioned exponential
fitting. We speculate that these quick responses are intrinsicBiophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425
1420 Yang et al.and irrelevant to the final conformation to which the deoxy-
Mb relaxes. The assumption stems from the fact that the
early responses reproducibly culminate at ~2 ps even
when different end-state conformations, either CO_min1
(see definition in Theories and Methods) or x-ray structure
1A6G, are used. To further investigate the observed quick
responses, we reformulated a td-LRT equation using im-
pulse forces instead of constant forces as perturbation sour-
ces. By doing this, Mb relaxes to its original equilibrium
state after a temporal reconfiguration in response to the
perturbation (see Fig. 2 e and Eqs. S5-6 and 5-7 in the Sup-
porting Material). Our focus here is the fast early responses
that eventually dissipate in solvent friction as opposed to re-
sponses introduced in the previous section, which comprised
both early responses and relaxation to a targeted conforma-
tion. The impulse forces used here are set to be proportional
to the constant forces derived earlier (Fig. 1 b).
As shown in Fig. 2 e, the early responses for Trp14 and
Tyr146 culminate at 800 fs and 1.2 ps, respectively. This
timeframe is again observed in the early responses seen
for Trp14-Leu69 and Tyr146-Ile99 pairs (Fig. 2 f). It can be
seen that both pairs have their closest contact at 800 fs, fol-
lowed by a recovery to their original separations in an oscil-
latory fashion. The identified timescale for the fast early
response is comparable to that of ~2 ps characterized by
UVRR (see discussion of tdecay in the Supporting Material).
Let us define culminating time, tc, as the time taken by an
atom or a given group of atoms to reach a maximal response,
maxðkhD~raðtÞif kÞ, given sets of impulse forces perturbing
the system (see Theories and Methods). We then examine
tc for the heme, helices, loops, linkers, or individual residues
in Mb. Residues with small tc receive mechanical signals
earlier than do those with large tc. When examining such
mechanical signal propagations by each of the secondary
structural elements, we found that the heme and FG corner
respond the fastest to the perturbations (within 400 fs (Fig. 3
a)), followed by the CD loop (1 ps), then F (1.2 ps), and then
Eþ B helices (1.4 ps). G and H helices (tc¼ 1.6 ps) respond
twice as fast as A and C helices (3.2 ps) (see Fig. 3 a). The
prediction that helix A is a slower responder than helix H
agrees with the conclusion drawn by Sato et al. from
single-residue evidence, namely, from Trp14 in helix A
and Tyr146 in helix H (3). However, as the relaxation to
the end-state conformation is considered, the t values
from exponential fitting found for helices A and H are
17.1 and 24.8 ps, respectively (Fig. 2 a), which shows that
they relax at somewhat similar speeds.
When we examined signal propagation at the single-res-
idue level (Fig. 3, b and c), we found that tc occurs within
1 ps for W14, G25, N26, L29, I30, D44, R45, F46, S58,
E59, D60, V66, V68, L69, L89, A90, H93, A94, K96,
H97, I107, and heme (residues in bold print respond in
<400 fs). They are mainly located in helices E and F, the
FG-corner (K96 could have facilitated the signal propaga-
tion; see the first section in Results and the Supporting Ma-Biophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425terial), a portion of the CD loop centered at R45 facing the
heme, a few residues on helix B centered at L29, and the
W14 on helix A (Fig. 3 b). Distal histidine His64 on the helix
E is not among the fastest responders, but it too culminates
quite rapidly, at tc ¼ 1.4 ps. Among the early responders,
[L29, F46, H64, V68, and I107 ] form the heme cavity
and gate CO release upon ligand dissociation (19). We
found that those residues senseCO binding within 1–1.4
ps. On the other hand, residues with tc > 6 ps appear to
be far away from the heme, located either at the end of helix
G (H116 and S117), on the GH linker (G121 and F123), at
the beginning of helix H (G124, A125, D126, A127, and
Q128), on the N-terminal residues (S3, E4, G5, and E6),
on the EF linker (H81 and E83), or on the CD loop (T51)
(Fig. 3 c). Among them, G5, F123 and G124 culminate
the slowest, at 8 ps. The robustness of these data are further
explored in the Results and Discussion section.
To test the robustness of our results, we apply a point
force on the Fe ion pointing from the NE2 atom of the prox-
imal histidine (H93) toward the Fe in the heme. Arbitrary
magnitude is assigned, since tc is not a function of the force
magnitude for single-point-force cases. Such setup assumes
that neither electrostatic nor van der Waals perturbations are
imposed on spatially adjacent atoms near the CO. We see a
systematic delay of tc for those helices and secondary struc-
tural elements. The mechanical signal propagates in the or-
der heme (800 fs)/helix F (1.6 ps)/FG corner (1.8 ps)/
helix E (2.0 ps)/CD loop/helix G (2.2 ps)/helix B (2.4
ps)/helix D/helix A (2.8 ps)/helix C (3.2 ps)/helix H
(5 ps)/EF linker (6 ps). Compared with the results in
Fig. 3 a, the delay of tc for the secondary elements is be-
tween 400 fs and 1.4 ps, except in the case of helix H, which
has the longest delay, 3.4 ps. Despite the delay, the order of
signal propagation is held unchanged, except that the order
of helices G and B is switched, and helix H, an intermediate
responder (1.6 ps) in Fig. 3, becomes a late responder (5 ps)
in the current case of single-point force. This indicates that
the originally faster response of helix H is mediated through
the electrostatic influence of CO instead of through the CO-
Fe-His93 bonding. To conclude, we found in our study that
the fast, early responses are rather robust.Mode-by-mode contributions to the equilibrium
and time-resolved molecular responses
We examined the static contribution of modes to the hD~riif
in Eq. 3. A handful of slow modes, the 2nd, 3rd, 8th, 11th,
and 12th modes, with frequencies 5.6, 6.2, 8.4, 9.6, and
10.1 cm1, respectively, are found to be highly excited by
the CO-imposed forces and to contribute>20% of the over-
all motional magnitude, khD~rif k (see Fig. S4). Among
those, mode 11 has the largest contribution (56%) to
khD~rif k.
On the other hand, it is also interesting to see the mode
contribution to the tc. As impulse forces are used, the
FIGURE 3 (a) Secondary structure elements, helices A–H, the CD loop,
the EF linker and the FG corner (see Results for definitions), and heme are
color-coded in ascending order of tc defined according to the time response
of the mean positions of the heavy atoms within a given segment, from red
(400 fs (heme and FG corner)), magenta (1.0 ps (CD loop)), orange (1.2 ps
(F helix)), yellow (1.4 ps (E and B helices)), green (1.6 ps (G and H heli-
ces)), ice blue (2 ps (D helix)), purple (3.2 ps (A and C helices)), and ochre
(4 ps (EF linker)). (b) At the residue level, residues W14, G25, N26, L29,
I30, D44, R45, F46, S58, E59, D60, V66, V68, L69, L89, A90, H93, A94,
K96, H97, I107 and heme reach their tcwithin 1 ps (bold-faced residues are
those with tc ¼ 400 fs). (c) tc > 6 ps for residues S3, E4, G5, E6, T51, H81,
E83, A110, H116, S117, G121, F123, G124, A125, D126, A127, and Q128,
among which G5, F123 and G124 culminate at >8 ps.
FIGURE 4 LDTof each residue as a function of its distance from the cen-
ter of mass. Open circles represent the Ca atoms of all residues and solid
squares indicate the 10 residues (I107, V68, S108, L72, A110, L29,
P106, Q109, G73, and I30) with the shortest LDTs and the ferrous ion in
the heme. The solid black line is the linear regression for all the Ca atoms
with a correlation coefficient of 0.61. (Inset) Relative positions of 10 short-
est-LDT residues. The axes indicate the reference coordinates for the im-
pulse- force direction, with x, y, and z axes are colored red, green, and
blue, respectively. The direction of impulse force varies as a function of
orientational angles (q, f) in polar coordinates, where q is the angle be-
tween the force direction and the z axis and f is the angle between the pro-
jection vector of the force in the xy plane and the x axis. To see this figure in
color, go online.
LRT Characterizes Signal Propagation in Proteins 1421hD~raðtÞif recovers back to zero at time infinity through
an oscillatory process (Fig. 2 e). The oscillation is found
to come from the underdamped high-frequency modes(Fig. S6). As we remove the high-frequency contribution
from the covariance matrix, hD _~rjð0ÞD~riðtÞi0, using Eqs. S5-
6 andS5-7 in the SupportingMaterial, the previously observed
oscillatory relaxations subside and are smoothened out rela-
tive to those in Fig. 2 e (Fig. S6).The fastest disseminators are evolutionarily
conserved and essential to the rebinding kinetics
The LDT calculated for every residue i as a function of its
distance from the mass center of Mb (di) is shown in
Fig. 4. The 10 residues with the shortest LDTs, implying
fast propagation of mechanical signals throughout the mole-
cule, are ordered by rank as follows (LDT (ps), conservation
(indicated by underscoring)): L29 (15.2, 8), A110 (15.2, 4),
V68 (15.8, 9), I107 (16.8, 9), I30 (19.0, 4), L72 (19.2, 6),
S108 (20.2, 6), P106 (20.6, 7), G73 (20.8, 5), and G109
(21.0, 6). The conservation scores are taken from the
ConSurf website (24). Score 9 is the most conserved and
1 is the least. Three of the top four disseminators have a con-
servation>8. In fact, seven of the top 10 disseminators have
a conservation >6, whereas on average only ~50% of Mb
residues have a conservation >6. Although it is notBiophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425
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assumed for residues drifting away from the mass center
of this globular protein (Fig. 4), the top disseminator, L29,
which is 8.2 A˚ from the mass center and 9.9 A˚ from the
ferrous ion in the heme, is highly conserved in evolution.
L29 was previously shown to have a higher impact on oxy-
gen-binding kinetics than the conserved distal H64 residue
that orients the gas molecules. L29F was shown to boost ox-
ygen affinity by 15-fold, whereas H64Q lost affinity by five-
fold compared to the wild-type (25). On the other hand, it
was shown that the mutations of residue 68 alter size and
electric field of the distal primary docking site (so-called
state B) in regulating the capture and escape of O2 and
NO (26). Random mutagenesis data reported a number of
proximal and distal residues whose mutation would dramat-
ically change the O2/CO rebinding kinetics (23). These res-
idues include L29, I30 (>12 A˚ from the mass center), V68,
I107, and S108, which happen to be reported herein as
disseminators.The longest relaxation in the system described
by LRT corresponds to time-resolved x-ray data
On the other hand, it can be understood that the relaxation
time (t) is more a function of the adopted end-state (tar-
geted) conformation than of the culminating time (tc), sim-
ply because F(t)a is a direct function of the targeted
conformation (see Theories and Methods).
In general, residues that stay at the far end of the molecule
have the longest relaxation time constants, t. They are
located in helix D (M55 and K56, with tK56 ¼ 81.2 ps), at
the beginnings of helices C (H36) and H (A125 and
A127–A130), at the N-terminus (L2–E4), and at the C ter-
minus (K147 and G150–Y151) (Fig. S5). On the other
hand, the shortest relaxation times were found for residues
in the first half of helix E, residues close to the heme on he-
lix C and the CD loop (P37–E41), a few residues on helix B,
including L29 (t ¼ 4.4 ps), and a few residues on helix A
(see Fig. S5). In general, fast relaxations occur on the ligand
side of the heme of the binding pocket and near the CO
molecule. The relaxation time averaged over all the resi-
dues, including the heme, is 16.2 ps. The longest, tK56 ¼
81.2 ps, is consistent with the time-resolved x-ray data,
which suggest that the conformational changes of Mb prop-
agate from the heme throughout the entire protein within
150 ps (27).Comparisons of td-LRT with other methods
in revealing signal propagation pathways
A number of studies have sought to elucidate intramolecular
signal propagation pathways (28–36). The propagated phys-
ical and nonphysical properties can be potential energy (32),
kinetic energy (or heat) (28,30,36), mechanical properties
(29,35), information (33,37), or coevolved residues (34).Biophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425A short review of the methods used in those studies and a
comparison with our own method are given in the Support-
ing Material. Basically, the methods can be broadly divided
into two categories, signal pathways characterized in evolu-
tionarily, structurally, and/or dynamically equilibrated
systems (32,33,35,37) and those characterized in nonequi-
librium systems with introduced perturbations (28–31,36).
For equilibrium systems, the pathways identified from high-
ly correlated residues are sometimes hard to understand in
clear physical terms, namely, what types of signals are initi-
ated and then propagated. Also, pathways characterized in
equilibrated systems may imply that intramolecular com-
munications are independent of how signals/perturbations
are introduced into the systems (in terms of size, direction,
and frequency), which can be questionable.
Nonequilibrium methods, including ours, provide a good
alternative for keeping track of the initiation and dissemina-
tion of signals. In particular, our LRT-basedmethod has a few
distinct advantages. First, no repetitive MD simulations or
NMAs need to be carried out for various types of perturba-
tions touched off at different sites, which is a great computa-
tional advantage over other methods. For instance, the LDT
results shown in Fig. 4 require that the network be perturbed
>4000 times, which can be done in hours. Second, the intro-
duction of perturbations as force impulses in our method
bears a closer resemblance to the physical nature of ligand/
protein binding than exerting oscillatory forces at fixed fre-
quencies (29) or heating residues locally by coupling with
a thermal bath (28,31). Finally, our relaxation-time predic-
tions agree qualitatively and quantitatively with site-specific
spectroscopic data from UVRR (3) and time-resolved x-ray
(38), without the need of rescaling (7). More distinctions
can be found in the Supporting Material.
Despite the very different nature of the aforementioned
methodologies and LRT, interesting commonalities in
communication behaviors have been jointly observed. For
instance, the hit time of Chennubhotla and colleagues char-
acterized asymmetric signal propagations from residues i to
j and j to i (37), which we found to be true in Mb: the tc
required to propagate signals from heme to residue K96
takes 2.2 ps, but the reverse propagation takes 4.0 ps due
to diffusions of perturbations under different contact topol-
ogy. Also, Chennubhotla and Bahar observed a faster
communication in a-helices than in random coils; in a
similar way, we observed that the intrahelix signals propa-
gate more rapidly than the inter-(cross-)helical signals
(data not shown). Moreover, we report here a colocalization
of kinetically important sites and the residues that most
rapidly disseminate signals throughout the molecule,
whereas Chennubhotla and Bahar noticed that enzyme
catalytic sites are fast signal receivers, moreso than
ligand-binding and other nonfunctional residues. It will be
interesting to see whether important kinetically hot residues
in Mb and enzyme active sites are also good signal receivers
(instead of efficient broadcasters) based on our methods as
LRT Characterizes Signal Propagation in Proteins 1423well as on whether the fast communicators or signal re-
ceivers of Chennubhotla are evolutionarily conserved.Effects of mutation on LRT results
Three mutants that demonstrate various degrees of alter-
ation of CO-rebinding kinetics, D60G, H64P, and L29S,
are examined. As shown in the experimental results
(Fig. S7) (5), the kinetic changes as represented by devia-
tions of the mutant behavior from the WT rebinding
behavior in terms of size and shape of the curves, follow
a D60G < H64P < L29S relation. At short time limits,
the relation is close to D60G z H64P < L29S (Fig. S7).
Following the protocol described in Theories and Methods,
except that we first mutated both bound and unbound Mb
in silico and then performed a long energy minimization
to ensure that the average forces of atoms were <105
kcal/mol/A˚, we calculated the conformational relaxation
for the three mutants (D60G, H64P, and L29S). Results
for D60G show that W14-L69 still has slower relaxation
than Y146-I99, with relaxation time constants of 35.7 and
26.3 ps, respectively, where 26.3 ps is about three times
longer than the relaxation time for Y146-I99 in the WT
(7–8 ps). H64P shows a similar relaxation rate, with
commensurate time constants of 11.9 and 15.4 ps for
W14-L69 and Y146-I99, respectively, where the 11.9 ps
for W14-L69 is around four times faster than the relaxation
time observed in the WT (45–59 ps). On the other hand,
L29S reverses the trend and shows a threefold faster
relaxation for W14-L69 (5.3 ps) than for Y146-I99
(14.7 ps). The 5.3 ps relaxation time is ~10 times faster
than the observed result, notably the largest change among
the three mutants. We therefore find that time-resolved me-
chanical changes for these three mutants follow a D60G <
H64P < L29S relationship.
Earlier (fast) responses appear to be robust and mini-
mally influenced by the mutants. The tc of W14 changes
only moderately among the three mutants. D60G changes
the least, from 2.0 (for WT) to 1.8 ps, whereas for both
H64P and L29S, tc increases by 0.6 ps. On the other
hand, tc of Y146 does not change at all for any of these
three mutants, maintaining a fast response of 1.4 ps. Exam-
ining the fast responses of the secondary structure elements
in these mutants by their tc values reveals an order of
mechanical propagation similar to that found in WT, with
the exception of one helix per mutant (see Table S1 for
details). However, as we examine the 10 residues in each
mutant that bear the shortest LDTs, it is found that 7 of
10 are conserved for D60G and H64P relative to those
found in WT, whereas only 5 of 10 are conserved for
L29S (Table S2), which follows a D60G z H64P <
L29S relation. Hence, we do observe appreciable sensi-
tivity of td-LRT to chemical modifications, which is in
agreement with site-specific kinetics data for the three
mutants we examined.Slow modes sensible to particular perturbations
are selected to drive the overall conformational
changes
Under the LRT framework, selected modes respond to spe-
cific perturbations to drive conformational change. As
shown in Eqs. S9-3 and S9-4 in the Supporting Material,
for an intrinsic mode to be highly excited, there must be a
joint contribution of two terms, 1/ u2k and Sk, where uk is
the frequency of mode k and the scalar Sk ¼ uTk;jbf j measures
how much a certain mode is excited by force perturbations.
Slow modes by definition carry a large 1/ u2k value. Sk is the
dot product of two unit vectors, where uk points in the direc-
tions of mode k and bf points in the directions of the pertur-
bation forces. Among the slow modes, when a given mode
moves in close accord with the direction of applied forces,
this mode is likely to be excited and to contribute signifi-
cantly to the overall conformational change. This is why
mode 11 is excited the most in response to the CO binding
relative to the other slow modes (Fig. S4).
Decomposition of the covariance matrix, sampled for un-
bound proteins, reveals a motional repertoire spanned by
corresponding normal modes whereby proteins reconfigure
themselves in the absence of ligands, generating a number
of preexisting equilibrium states (5,39). The perturbation
excites a subset of the modes in the repertoire due to their
consistency with the perturbation (high Sk values). Within
the LRT, induced fit is understood as a perturbation-selected
combination of preexisting motions (normal modes) that are
readily sampled in the unperturbed state. When the pertur-
bation is local and vanishingly small, Sk is small in every
normal mode, and therefore, 1/ u2k takes dominance in the
contribution to hD~riif , hence the robustness of slow modes.
This is when the binding scheme retrieves to the notion of
preexisting equilibrium (5,39). This was the case in the
study of Ikeguchi and co-workers, where the ligand applied
forces on a single atom in ferric binding protein (FBP) (2) (a
local and small perturbation). Without applying LRT, we
examined the intrinsic dynamics of FBP using the elastic
network model (2,22) and found that the slowest mode
can already explain 73% of the observed conformational
changes, with the first two slowest modes explaining 85%
and the slowest four explaining 90% of the observed confor-
mational change. When the perturbation is extremely local-
ized, the good agreement between LRT-predicted and
observed conformational changes is a manifestation of the
intrinsic preference of proteins in motions, indicated by
the slowest modes.Robustness and applicability of the td-LRT
It has been found that the function-promoting, slow normal
modes are highly robust against small conformational
changes and different modeling/simulation methods
(21,40–45). Therefore, in our opinion, the most robustBiophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425
1424 Yang et al.component in the LRT is the low-frequency normal modes
that predominantly comprise the covariance matrix. LRT is
generally thought to perform better for proteins with small
conformational changes, such as the herein reported Mb
system. However, this alone may not fully explain the theo-
retical reproduction of the UVRR and time-resolved x–ray
data. From f j ¼ kBT
P
ihD~rjD~rii10 hD~riif (see section titled
Time-independent LRT) and Eq. S9-2, one can see that the
higher the correlation between the observed conformational
changes ðhD~riif Þ and fast motions (i.e., the eigenvectors
associated with high uk), the larger are the perturbation
forces that can be produced. If many high-frequencymotions
contribute to the observed conformational changes, the
forces would be unnaturally large at room temperature and
therefore would invalidate the applicability of LRT. How-
ever, our study shows that slowmodes contribute dominantly
to the observed conformational changes (e.g., mode 11 in
Fig. S4), resulting in reasonable forces surrounding the bind-
ing pocket. On the other hand, early responses, described by
impulse forces, can be even more robust than the slower
conformational relaxation, since it is independent of the
ending conformation. For instance, our results have shown
(in the main text) that the predicted early responses for
Trp14 and Tyr146 are robust against slightly different pertur-
bation forces derived from using different ending structures
(CO_min1 or the x-ray-solved bound form of Mb (1A6G)).
LRT was also thought to be unable to describe large
conformational changes involving barrier crossing and tres-
passing energy minima. However, with proper approxima-
tions, the linear region could extend beyond what was
previously perceived, as supported by both theories and suc-
cessfully applications (2,7). At the theoretic end, Essiz and
Coalson have shown that the assumption of small perturba-
tions in LRT can be dropped as long as the molecule de-
forms over a harmonic energy landscape (by directly
integrating Eq. S2-2 in the Supporting Material with a har-
monic Hamiltonian, we have also derived an expression to
reach a similar conclusion (data not shown)) (7). Coarse-
grained models, bearing a harmonic nature, provide such a
lengthened linear region, as demonstrated by Ikeguchi and
Kidera, who show that conformational changes (3.1 A˚) of
the protein citrate synthase (874 residues) can be success-
fully explained by anisotropic-normal mode-integrated
LRT (2). Quasiharmonic analyses (or principal component
analysis) on MD trajectories could also provide such a
lengthened linear region, again as demonstrated by Ikeguchi
and Kidera for FBP and citrate synthase (2), as well as by
Essiz and Coalson for FBP and T4-lysozyme (7). However,
further studies on larger molecular systems are needed to
establish the applicable limits for LRT.CONCLUSION
The encouraging agreement between spectroscopic (UVRR
and x-ray) data and theoretical calculations leads to theBiophysical Journal 107(6) 1415–1425belief that the nature of ligand-induced protein primary
response is a delicate interplay, described by LRT, between
the intrinsic dynamics (capable of generating all possible
preexisting equilibrium states) and the perturbation forces
(the source of induced fit). The formula also explains at
the theoretical level why certain modes are excited during
ligand binding. The theories describe the physical nature
of mechanical signal propagation within biomolecules,
and residues with short LDT seem to be evolutionarily
conserved. Overall, the general theories provided here serve
as a simple scaffold for enzymologists, medicinal chemists,
and protein scientists to understand protein-ligand binding
(and protein-protein binding) by reconciling the paradigms
of preexisting equilibrium and induced fit.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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